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PROGRAM
“The Star-Spangled Banner”
Franz Josef Haydn
(1732–1809)

Overture to The Uninhabited Island (L’isola disabitata)

Camille Saint-Saëns

The Carnival of the Animals (Le carnaval des animaux)

(1835–1921)

I. Introduction and Royal March of the Lion
II. Hens and Roosters
III. Wild Donkeys (Swift Animals)
IV. Tortoises

			V. The Elephant
			VI. Kangaroos
VII. Aquarium
VIII. Characters with Long Ears
IX. The Cuckoo, Deep within the Woods
X. Aviary
XI. Pianists
XII. Fossils
XIII. The Swan
XIV. Finale
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Program Notes

Overture to L’isola disabitata (The uninhabited island) was composed by Haydn in 1779 and first performed at the Eszterházy palace
in Austria. In music, the word overture is an orchestral piece played at the beginning of an opera, suite, play, or other extended composition as a curtain-raiser. This was the first piece in this opera of the same name.  This piece was later published and performed separately.  You will hear many shifts in tempo and subject matter depicting the Strum und Drang (translated as storm and stress) style of
composition which expressed extreme emotions and feelings.  Many composers and writers incorporated this element in their works.  
It was used in the latter part of the 18th century.
The Carnival of the Animals has 14 movements, each representing a different animal or animals. It was originally performed with
eleven instrumentalists and now it is usually played with the full string section of an orchestra, 2 pianists and a narrator.  Normally a
glockenspiel or celesta substitutes for the rare glass harmonica.
I.

Introduction and Royal March of the Lion
The pianos play a bold tremolo under which the strings enter with a stately theme which is heard through most of the rest of the introduction and
again at the end. The movement ends with a very loud note from all the instruments used in this movement.

II.

Hens and Roosters
This movement is centered around a pecking theme played in the pianos and strings which reminds us of chickens pecking at grain.  You will hear
a fast theme based on the crowing of a rooster’s Cock a Doodle Doo.

III. Wild Donkeys
The donkeys are obviously running back and forth, and the music creates this image by the constant, feverishly up and down motion of the pianos
playing scales in octaves.
IV. Tortoises
The pianists are playing in the high register of their instruments while the strings play a slow tune commonly called the “Can-Can.”  This is an
extremely fast French dance which slows down to a crawl in this movement.  Also, you will hear some notes that seem to be wrong which indicate
that the tortoises step on each other’s feet.  
V.

The Elephant
The piano plays a waltz-like triplet while the bass hums the melody beneath it. It features the double bass and the piano.  The tune was copied
from a piece originally written for higher, lighter toned instruments and Saint-Saëns changed its register.

VI. Kangaroos
This movement features two pianos.  The main figure here is a pattern of ‘hopping intervals of a fifth’ preceded by grace notes.  The tempo gradually speeds up and the dynamics get louder, then as the notes descend, the tempo gradually slows.
VII. Aquarium
The melody is played by the flute, backed by the strings (without the double bass) with the piano playing runs on the piano with an occasional
glissando from the glass harmonica, often played on a celesta or glockenspiel. It creates a peaceful, dimly lit aquarium.
VIII. Characters with Long Ears
This is the shortest movement in which the violins alternate playing high, loud notes and low, buzzing ones depicting the donkey’s braying “Hee-Haw”.
IX. The Cuckoo, Deep within the Woods
The two pianos play large, soft chords while the clarinet plays a single two-note ostinato figure (a passage which repeats over and over) mimicking
the call of a cuckoo bird.
X.

Aviary
The high strings provide a buzz in the background that is reminiscent of the background noise of a jungle.  The cellos and basses lead into other
melodies with the flute taking the part of the bird.  The pianos provide an occasional imitation of other birds in the background with the flute
playing an ascending scale.

XI. Pianists
This movement features strings and two pianos.  The pianists are practicing their scales and then they begin playing Hanon or Czerny finger exercises.  The last three blasted chords lead into the next movement rather than ending the section.
XII. Fossils
This movement makes heavy use of the xylophone to evoke the image of skeletons playing card games with the bones clacking together on the
beat. You may hear tunes known as ‘Twinkle Twinkle Little Star,’ ‘Au clair de la lune,’ and an aria from a Rossini opera played by the pianos and the
clarinet.
XIII. The Swan
This is a beautiful romantic cello solo which depicts the swan elegantly gliding over the water represented by one piano and while the other piano
is playing rolled chords which represent the swan’s feet propelling it along. This is the best-known movement of the suite (pronounced sweet).
XIV. Finale
This finale opens with the same tremolo notes you heard in the introduction.  Soon the wind instruments, the celesta or glockenspiel come in.  
The strings build tension with a few low notes embellished by the pianists, then there is a pause before the lively main melody is introduced. It is
reminiscent of an American carnival of the 19th century.  The work ends with six “Hee-Haws” from the donkeys, as if to say they had the last laugh
before the final strong group of C Major chords ends the piece.
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WHAT IS A CONDUCTOR?
• He/she is the leader of the orchestra.
• He/she must know a great deal about music, the great composers,
and their works.
• He/she must have the personality and skill to direct many players at
once and to turn them into a team.
• He/she often holds a baton to mark the beats of the music for the
orchestra to follow.
• He/she sometimes plays more than one instrument, but doesn’t need
to know how to play every instrument.
• He/she understands how each instrument works and its special
qualities.
• Most importantly, the conductor learns each piece of music well
enough to guide all the players in an exciting performance.

MEET OUR CONDUCTOR

Gregory Vajda

•

Gregory served as Resident Conductor of the Oregon Symphony Orchestra until 2012,
and he is Principal Guest Conductor of the Hungarian Radio Symphony Orchestra.

•

In December 2020, Gregory received the prestigious Performing Arts Award of the
Artisjus Copyright Association for performing contemporary music in Hungary.

•

He is especially noted for his work in opera; he has conducted this season at the
Hungarian State Opera and his own opera, “L’Analphabète,” will premiere in 2021
at the University of Arts Berlin.
In case you are not Hungarian, Gregory has encouraged us to pronounce his last name
as VOID – ah.
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2nd Place Winner, Gracelyn Town

3rd Place Winner, Louis Schreeder

4th Place Winner, Carley Kennedy

5th Place Winner, Ava Benton
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WHAT IS A COMPOSER?

The composer is a person who writes music. He or she can write music for groups as large as
a symphony orchestra, or as small as a single instrument. Many times in orchestra music, the
composer tells a story. All of the different instruments of the orchestra are actors in the story. A
composer can write a song based on many different things, such as a dream, a place, a person, or a
poem. Sometimes composers even create a song by mixing many different songs. A composer has
the ability to hear a tune in his or her head and write it down as notes for instruments.

WHAT IS AN ORCHESTRA?
•

Today’s symphony orchestras vary in size from city to city, but
usually they have about 75 players.

•

Orchestras are different from bands because they include string
instruments.

•

The string section is the largest section of players in the orchestra,
with about 50 people.

•

The woodwind section is made up of approximately 10 or more
players.

•

The brass section can include as few as 2 players, or as many as 12
if the music is very brassy indeed.

•

Finally, the percussion section ranges in numbers depending on the
amount of percussion parts used in a piece.
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Honorable Mention, Ellie Sinclair

Honorable Mention, Maggie Cooper

Honorable Mention, Wynn Cole

Honorable Mention, Selah Parsons
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MEET THE HUNTSVILLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

THE HUNTSVILLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA ROSTER
MUSIC DIRECTOR &
CONDUCTOR
Gregory Vajda
RESIDENT CONDUCTOR
Joseph Lee
VIOLIN I
Julia Dina, Concertmaster
(Associate Concertmaster Vacant)
Nicholas Naegele
Jennifer Whittle
Rachael McFarlane
Julianne Odahowski Steele
Lisa Wiggins
Anna Gibbons
Sylvia Suarez
Holly Odell
Chuck Gunsaullus
VIOLIN II
Aromi Park, Principal
Rose Crelli
Christina Volz-Stomackin
Priscilla Tsai
Jacob Frank
Christie Weber
Viljar Weimann
Laura Elrod
Matthew Oshida
VIOLA
Charles Hogue, Principal
Joseph Lester
Timothy LaCrosse
Lucy Dulguerov
Olivia Palazzolo
Metiney Suwanawongse
CELLO
Jesse Christeson, Principal
Ariana Arcu *
Kaitlyn Vest
Mark Wallace
Marilyn Liu *
Juneho Kim
Paul Vest
James Philip Kettler

BASS
Jonathan McWilliams, Principal
Nick Wooldridge
Jordan Wright
Taylor Brown *
Jessie Dobson
Mark Huff

TRUMPET
Christopher Coletti, Principal
Michael Arndt
David Spencer
TROMBONE
Prentiss Hobbs, Principal
Jonathan Houghtling

FLUTE
Evelyn Loehrlein, Principal
Karen Bentel
Charlotte Roth

BASS TROMBONE
Christopher Brown
TUBA
David Byrd, Principal

PICCOLO
Charlotte Roth

TIMPANI
(Principal Vacant)

OBOE
Carey Shinbaum, Principal *
Teresa Spilko
Diana Dunn

PERCUSSION
Sean Ritenauer, Principal
Scott Crawford
Terry Cornett

ENGLISH HORN
Diana Dunn

HARP
Anna Dunlap, Principal

CLARINET
Robert West, Principal
Osiris Molina

KEYBOARD
Curtis Lindsay

BASS CLARINET
Greg Lawson

MUSICIANS EMERITI
Ruth Boden
Sophia Burwell
Joe Cochran
Jeffrey Dortch
Tom Gale
Mark Gessner
Joyce Green
Rosemarie Juergensen
Mary Kettering
Carlton McCreery
Katherine Newman
Dorrie Nutt
Gretchen Perry
Mark Reneau
Marilyn Rue

BASSOON
Taylor Smith, Principal
Maya Stone
Joseph Lee
CONTRABASSOON
Joseph Lee
HORN
Gordon James, Principal
Angela DeBoer
Jennifer Kummer
Cynthia Chambless *
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PAST MUSIC DIRECTORS
Arthur Fraser
(1955-1959)
Russell Gerhart
(1959-1971)
Marx Pales
(1971-1988)
Taavo Virkhaus
(1989-2003)
Carlos Miguel Prieto
(2003-2011)

The Huntsville Symphony
Orchestra members are hardworking musicians, with many
playing in several orchestras.
This roster may not always reflect
the exact personnel on stage
for a particular concert. Should
you desire a personnel roster for
any given concert, please email
Musician Personnel Manager
Joe Lester at joe@hso.org.
* currently on leave of absence
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MEET THE COMPOSER
Francis Scott Key was an attorney who wrote the verses to our national anthem, The
Star-Spangled Banner. Like so many famous songs during this time, it began as a poem
called “The Defense of Fort McHenry.”  It was written in 1814 during the War of 1812.
The verses recount the Battle of Baltimore, a days-long siege between the British and the
Americans.  The music was composed in the late 1700s by a man named John Stafford
Smith.  It was adopted as the official national anthem of the United States in 1931. When
this is played, we all stand with our hands over our hearts, facing the flag.

Franz Josef Haydn was born in 1732 in Rohrau, Austria, and died in 1809 in Vienna, Austria.  
His name, Haydn, is pronounced like “High-din.’’  He was one of the greatest composers of the
classical period and known as the ‘father of the symphony’.  He is sometimes known by the
nickname ‘Papa’ Haydn. He struggled to make a living by playing many instruments, singing,
and teaching music.  An important wealthy nobleman named Count Esterházy heard Haydn’s
first symphony and employed him for the next thirty years to be the conductor of one of the
finest orchestras in Vienna.  His music made him famous all over Europe where audiences at
concerts of his music treated him like a rock star.

Camille Saint-Saëns was born in Paris, France in 1835 and died in 1921. His name is pronounced
San-Sohn(ce) with a little ‘s’ sound at the end. He learned to read by the age of 3 and as a
young child he was interested in geology, plants, astronomy, and archeology. However, his
greatest talent was music.  He had perfect pitch which means that he could identify any
note he heard. He studied organ, composition, and piano at the Paris Conservatory and was
an outstanding organist at many churches around Paris. He composed over 200 works and
became famous world-wide.  His most famous work is The Carnival of the Animals, written
in 1868 in just a few days while on vacation in Austria. It is a zoological fantasy for orchestra
in which many different animals are depicted in a comic way – the roaring lion, clucking
chickens, braying donkeys, and even pianists practicing their scales.

Fantasy Playhouse Children’s Theater and Academy (FPCTA) enriches the lives of more than 29,000 residents annually,
including 16,000 children and youth through Theatre and Arts Education. Providing Theatre Arts access through
production, education, and outreach,   FPCTA’s core programs include live children’s theatre productions, classes,
camps, private workshops, school partnerships, and touring productions. Recognizing the transformative power
theatre arts can have in the life of a child, FPCTA prioritizes theatre arts access for all by engaging local underserved
communities.
Huntsville MET, a local non-profit theatre and entertainment company, is very proud to be collaborating once again
with the HSO for another of their amazing FREE Family Concerts. Huntsville MET has served the North Alabama area
by producing benefit shows in support of local charities, such as the St. Jude’s affiliate Children’s Oncology Clinic of
Huntsville Hospital, and the Huntsville/Madison County Senior Center.  We have also provided teaching artists to local
schools as part of the North Alabama Arts Education Collaborative, and performers to the First Patriots Support Corps
for the Huntsville Veteran’s Day parade.  We are so grateful for the opportunity to share our puppetry and performers
with you today as you enjoy the incredible music of the Huntsville Symphony Orchestra!
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CAN YOU SPEAK ITALIAN?

Can you speak Italian?

Italian is the universal language of music. It is the standard and understood by musicians all over the world.
is the universal
language
of music.
It is other,
the standard
andcomposer
understood
by“Allegro
musiciansmaallnon
over the
If a musician’sItalian
only language
is Japanese
or German
or any
when the
says
world.
If
a
musician’s
only
language
is
Japanese
or
German
or
any
other,
when
the
composer
troppo,” the musician understands that he/she is saying to play “fast, but not too much.” Italian words are usedsays
“Allegro ma
non
the(tempo)
musician
he is saying
play “fast,
but not too much”.
for “musical directions”
such
as troppo”
the speed
andunderstands
how loudlythat
or softly
to play to
a piece
of music.
Italian words are used for “musical directions” such as the speed (tempo) and how loudly or softly to
play a piece of music.
Here is a smallHere
sample
somesample
of the of
Italian
music:words of music:
is aofsmall
somewords
of theofItalian

W ORD

SOUNDS LIKE

MEANS

Adagio
(uh DAH joh)
Very slow
Al Fine
(al FEE ney)
To the end
Allegro
groh)
Adagio ..............................................(uh
DAH(uh
joh)LEY
..............................
VeryFast,
slow quick tempo
(ah ..TEM
poh)
Resume
the original tempo
A Tempo
Al Fine .............................................(al
FEE ney)
..............................
To the
end
(koh ..dah)
Coda
Allegro .............................................(uh
LEY groh)
........................... Fast,Ending
quick tempo
Crescendo TEM (kreh
SHEN doh) Resume
Increasing
in loudness
A Tempo ...........................................(ah
poh) .............................
the original
tempo
Da Capo (D.C.)dah)(dah
KAH poh)
From the beginning (head)
Coda .................................................(koh
.....................................
Ending
(DOL
Sweetly
Dolce
Crescendo .........................................(kreh
SHEN
doh)chay)
........................ Increasing
in loudness
Forte
tay)
strong (head)
Da Capo (D.C.) ................................(dah
KAH(FOR
poh) ...........................
FromLoud,
the beginning
Fortissimo
(for.................................
TEE see moh) Sweetly
Very loud
Dolce.................................................(DOL
chay)
Largo
goh)
Slow
and broad
Forte .................................................(FOR
tay)(LAHR
....................................
Loud,
strong
Legato
GAH
toh)
Fortissimo ........................................(for
TEE (lay
see moh)
......................
VerySmooth
loud
Mezzo
(MEH
zoh)
Largo ................................................(LAHR
goh)
................................
SlowHalf
and broad
Molto
toh)
Very
Legato ..............................................(lay
GAH(MOHL
toh) .............................
Smooth
Piano
(pee
AN oh)
Mezzo ...............................................(MEH
zoh)
..................................
HalfSoftly
(pee................................
uh NIS uh moh)VeryVery softly
Pianissimo
Molto ................................................(MOHL
toh)
(PRESS
toh)
Very fast
Presto
Piano ................................................(pee
AN oh)
................................
Softly
(SEM
pray)
Sempre
Pianissimo ........................................(pee
uh NIS
uh moh)
.................. VeryAlways
softly
(stah
KAH toh)
Staccato
Presto ...............................................(PRESS
toh)
................................
VeryVery
fast short
Vivace
(veh
VAH chay)
Lively, full of life
Sempre .............................................(SEM
pray)
.................................
Always
WORD .............................................SOUNDS LIKE.......................... MEANS

Staccato ............................................(stah KAH toh) ........................... Very short
Vivace ..............................................(veh VAH chay) .......................... Lively, full of life
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2

1

Across

5

2.
5.
6.
9.
11.
12.

3
4

6
7
9

8

10

11

12

Babar was one
_____ Clock
Once an Ugly Duckling
It’s All Over
They like to Hee Haw
Chattanooga has one

Down
1. After February
3. Can be a Baby or a Grand
4. They’re really old
7. Part of the 12 Days of Christmas
8. King of the Jungle
10. A Bird Hotel

Words:
2. Elephant, 5. Cuckoo, 6. Swan, 9. Finale, 11. Donkeys, 12. Aquarium
1. March, 3. Piano, 4. Fossils, 7. Hens, 8. Lions, 10. Aviary

INSTRUMENT MIX-UP
Write the letter of the instrument on the line after the matching mixed-up word
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

UTIGAR
____________________
APONI
____________________
LOLCE
____________________
COPOLCI ____________________
TEFUL
____________________
NIVOLI
____________________
SHICEM
____________________
SLEBL
____________________
EBOO
____________________
MOMTOT ____________________
GRANO
____________________
REMTUPT ____________________
OVIAL
____________________
PRAH
____________________
BATU
____________________
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.
m.
n.
o.

Violin
Piano
Oboe
Guitar
Harp
Organ
Viola
Flute
Tuba
Chimes
Cello
Bells
Tom Tom
Trumpet
Piccolo

MUSICAL WORDS

Musical Words

Find the words listed below:

S E G F S H R O T C U D N O C
G SM EC GT FN SA HY RS OC TU CO UN DA NI OP C
N GH MO CH T J NR AN YK SM CE UL OO ND AY I T P
I NT HN OV HB J M RO NZ KA MR ET LZ OR DD YF T
R I Y TC NE VU BO MH OX ZG AU R I TD ZE RQ DM F
T RH YE C J EW UN OP HK XO GG UC I B DH E I QA M
T H E J W N P K O G C B H I A
S SR RR RN NU UY YM MV VZ ZC CK KI I P P Z ZR R
B BA AT TF F J J L LY YO OQ QT TV VX XY YC CT T
D DE EL GL L I I V VS S T TN NU UH HK KP PR RS S
S SY YO OU UN NG GP P E ER RS SO ON NS S T TE E
N NM MA AG G I I C CF F L LU UT TE EE ET TN J H H
A AE ER RK KC CB BG GP P Z ZO OG GT TA AD CC C
D DC CT T I I M MB BR RE EA A J J P LT TN NY P R R
O U S O L O I S T V W I B A O
O U S O L O I S T V A I B A O
O U C D H J L Z Y E I R T S B
O MU UC YD RH E J VL I Z LY EE DL C R BT NH TB S
M U Y R E V I L E D C B N T S

HUNTSVILLE
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA MUSIC
Find the words listed
below:
RHYTHM
MELODY
FLUTE
HARMONY
MOZART
MOOD
DELIVERY GUIDE
HUNTSVILLE TIMBRESYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
MUSIC
PIANO
STRINGS
CONCERT
RHYTHM
MELODY
FLUTE
HARMONY
CONDUCTOR
YOUNGPERSONS
MOZART
TIMBRE
MOOD
PIANO
STRINGS
CONCERT
CONDUCTOR
CLAP
YOUNGPERSONS
HAYDN
DELIVERY
GUIDE
ORCHESTRA Q&A: How Much Do You Know?? (Answers can be found on the pages listed.)

ORCHESTRA
QComposer
&A: HOW
MUCH DO YOU KNOW??
1. What does the
do? _________________________________________
(Page 4)
(Answers can be found on the pages listed.)
2. What does is a Seraglio? ______________________ (Page 8)
1. What
doesyou
the name
Composer
do?sections
_________________________________________
(Page 7)
3. Can
the four
of the Orchestra? a. ______________ b. ___________
c.___________________ d. ______________________ (Page 10)
2. Can you name the four sections of the Orchestra? a. ______________ b. ___________
4.
What section of the Orchestra
is the largest? ____________________________
(Page 10)
c.___________________
d. ______________________
(Page 7)
5. How do you know when the music is over, and that it is time to clap?
3. What ________________________________________________________________
section of the Orchestra is the largest? ____________________________ (Page (Page
7) 17)
4. How
youisknow
when
the music
is over, and that it is time to clap?
6. do
What
the 4/4
pattern?
___________________________________________
(Page 18)
________________________________________________________________ (Page 16)
7. When is the Free family Concert? __________________________________________ (Page 24)
5. What is the 4/4 pattern? ___________________________________________ (Page 17)
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6. When is the FREE Family Concert? ________________________________________ (Page 3)
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JOB DESCRIPTION:
THE AUDIENCE

CONCERT MANNERS
•

•

•

The musicians who are performing for you
would like to have your help in making this a
wonderful concert.
It is important to remember that the orchestra
is in the same room with you, not in a movie
or on TV. If you talk or make other noises, the
musicians can hear you.
These things could make
the musicians take their
minds off their music,
and they may not be able
to perform at their best.
These things can also be
distracting to those around
you.

•

Please help make this a good performance by
showing how to be a good audience.

•

Be quiet as the lights dim and the concert
begins.

•

Clap when the concertmaster enters at the
beginning of the concert.

•

Clap when the conductor enters at the beginning
of the concert.

•
•

Clap to welcome the soloists during the concert.

•

At the end of a piece, clap to let the musicians
know you like what you hear.

During the performance, watch the conductor.
When the conductor puts his hands down
and turns to face the audience, the piece is
completed.

COUNTING THE HUNTSVILLE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS
Looking at the pictures of the Orchestra pages 10-11, you can add up the instruments that belong to each family.

How many instruments are shown in the HSO string family?
____first violins + ____second violins + ____violas +____ cellos +
____ basses + ____ harps = ____Total number in string family.

How many woodwinds are shown?
____oboes + ____flutes + ____piccolos + ____clarinets + ____bassoons =
____Total number of woodwinds.

Can you count the brass family members?
____French horns + ____trumpets + ____trombones + _____tuba =
_______Total number of brass instruments.

How many percussion instruments?
____snare drum + ____sets of cymbals + _____triangles + ____bass drums +
____kettle drums (timpani) + sets of chimes + ____tambourines + ____gongs + ____pianos +
____celestes =____Total percussion instruments.
These totals add up to __________. Now you know how many instruments to expect to see when you
attend the Young People’s Concert. When you are at the Concert, try to count the instruments and see if all
these instruments are there.
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YOU BE THE CONDUCTOR!
Use the Conducting Patterns diagram below to try out the pattern for each
time signature. Find a partner and conduct together or have one person clap
the steady beat while the other conducts.
Conducting Tips:
Conducting is a mystery to many people, but it doesn’t have to be. Conducting
is very important to the musicians within an ensemble. It tells them when to
Use the Conducting Patterns diagram below to try out the pattern for each time signature.
play, how to play, when to get louder or softer, and much more. Anyone can
Find a partner and conduct together or have one person clap the steady beat while the other
learn to read or use basic conducting gestures with just a few simple lessons.
conducts.
Try them and see!!!

You Be the Conductor!
Conducting Tips:

4/4 pattern:
Conducting is a mystery to many people, but The
it doesn’t
have to be. Conducting is very
important to the musicians within an ensemble.
It tells
themmost
whenbasic
to play,
play,
This
is the
ofhow
all to
patterns.
Use
when to get louder or softer, and much more.your
Anyone
can
learn
to
read
or
use
basic
right hand to conduct. Hold your
conducting gestures with just a few simple lessons. Try them and see!!!
Time Signature

4
4
3
4

CONDUCTING PATTERNS
Number of Beats
per measure

Beat pattern

4

“3,” and up is “4.” Make sure you make
clear
where your hand is going,
Theit3/4
pattern:
because otherwise you will impossible
Thistoisfollow!
similar to the 4/4 pattern, but

you
don’t need as many beats. Hold your hand
out the same way and draw it down, over
Theright,
3/4 pattern:
to the
then back up. You should
makeThis
a rough
right
triangle.
Down
is similar
to the
4/4 pattern,
but is “1,”
don’t and
needup
as many
beats. Hold
rightyou
is “2,”
is “3.”

3

2
4

2

6
8

6

hand up high and out in front of you. Draw
it straight
down,
then over to the left, then
The 4/4
pattern:
over to the right, then back up. You should
This is the most basic of all patterns.
makeUse
a basic
square shape with your hand
your right hand to conduct. Hold
as you
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in front
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you.
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up and
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eachnot
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each beat by bouncing your hand
slightly. This is so the musicians can tell
you’re actually ON that beat, and not
still traveling to it.

Through its education activities, the HSO touches many lives beyond the Concert
Hall, as with today’s Young People’s Concert. Other programs currently include:
MUSIC EXPLORER PASSPORT

SUMMER CAMP

HSO! Pack your thinking cap and
come along on fun filled journeys to
every corner of the orchestra.

The 10th annual beginning violin Summer Camp in partnership
with Burritt on the Mountain will be held in the summer
of 2021. For more information, check the “Education and
Community” section of hso.org or visit Burritt’s website at
burrittonthemountain.com.

Become a seasoned traveler and fill
your Music Explorer Passport with
six musical instrument stamps to
win a special PRIZE! Best of all,
membership in the Music Explorers Club is FREE to children
and families. Meetings happen throughout the year—be sure to
check the HSO website for an updated schedule.

SYMPHONY SCHOOL

MEC is completely FREE for all families, but the VBC or City
may charge to park in their parking lots/ decks.

The Symphony School offers expert
violin instruction to young students
for affordable rates. It also provides
adult learners the opportunity to
study violin, viola, cello, or bass
in a relaxed group environment,
with four levels of instruction from
which to choose.

SNEAK PREVIEWS

THIRD GRADE VIOLIN PROGRAM

Sneak Previews provide access to informal working rehearsals,
giving families a glimpse into how music is made at the HSO.
They are held in the Mark C. Smith Concert Hall at 11:00
a.m. on Saturdays, prior to Saturdays evening Classical Series
performances. Admission is $5 per person. Please call the HSO
office, or check online at hso.org, to confirm scheduling.

Reaching thousands of children across north Alabama, this
program enhances the music curricula of public and private
elementary schools by furnishing instruments and class
instruction to third graders.

HOW MUCH?

Join us online at HSO.org on Saturday, February 27, 2021, at 11 AM
for a FREE livestream of the FREE Family Concert!
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Changing the World,
One Child at a Time

Proud to support our Young People’s Concerts.

IBERIABANK, a division of First Horizon Bank | firsthorizon.com/better-together

Honda CR-V

Honda, Acura, Ford,
Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram,
Certiﬁed and Pre-owned

Thanks to our Sponsors for making this booklet possible.

If you would like to write them a thank you note, here are their addresses:

Mr. Steve Johnson
Johnson Partners, Inc.
3146 Leeman Ferry Road SW
Huntsville, AL 35801

Dr. Lindsay Limbaugh
Limbaugh Orthodontics
600 Airport Rd SW
Huntsville, AL 35802

FREE Family Concert with Huntsville Symphony Orchestra

Sponsored by the 2020 Painted Violin Society and Damson Automotive Group,
the FREE Family Concert, Carnival of the Animals, will be on Saturday, February 27, 2021, at 11:00 a.m.
This event is in the Mark C. Smith Concert Hall, VBC.
Join us online at HSO.org on Saturday, February 27, 2021, at 11 a.m.
for a FREE livestream of the FREE Family Concert!

INNOVATION
CREATES GREAT
M U S I C.
SAIC proudly supports the Huntsville
Symphony Orchestra 2020−2021 season.

21-0838

Visit us at saic.com/citizenship
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